ALC/170
Aluminium cold bent body tool case

General features

Internal Configuration

Versions

- Chromed ABS handle with soft rubber grip
- Aluminium profile for a more reliable closing
- 2 metal chromed locks
- Vacuum formed tray with 3 compartments
- 3 metal chromed high thickness hinges
- Adjustable shoulder belt
- Document wallet

- 2 tool pallets with elastic bands
- 2 small component boxes
- 2 metal lid support stays with safety spring
pawl

ALC/170

EAN
8024482004327

Technical features
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mm internal dimensions

435

335

185

85

100

Weight Kg 5,90
inc internal dimensions

17 1/8 13 3/16 7 5/16

3 3/8 3 15/16

Weight lbs 13.00
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ALC/170
Aluminium cold bent body tool case

Traditional ultra resistant tool case ALC/170 and ALC/120 are now even more reliable thanks to
the construction technique based on an unique aluminium cold bent body 15/10 mm. thickness.
The reinforcements in chromed iron, the corrosion resistant aluminium &ldquo;L&rdquo; section extrusions
and the rivets positioned ad hoc in the points of major stress create an unique and excellent product.
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Accessories
ALC/170

LOCK BELT

WL01

WL02

WL04

WL05

UNIVERS.TROLLEY

WL03
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